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Crowd greets Cuevas with open arms
By Sonia Mejia
Staff Writer

The
Student
G o v e r n m e n t
Association has passed
a resolution granting a
budget of $650 for the
Scorpion Academy. The
money will be used to
purchase "necessary
items" for the academy,
members said.

Mr. Amigo 2002 Aída
Cuevas quickly melted the
hearts of a chilled-to-thebone university crowd last
Thursday.
Cuevas, nicknamed the
queen of ranchera, heated up
the cold, cloudy morning
with "Amanecí en tus
Brazos (I woke up in your
Arms)," delighting the 400
spectators who gathered outside the Student Union to
welcome her to UTB/TSC.
The popular Mexican
singer visited the campus in
conjunction
with
Brownsville's Charro Days
celebration. She was named
Mr. Amigo 2002 for her contributions to international
friendship and development
of mutual understanding and
cooperation between the
United States and Mexico.
Cuevas arrived about
10:30 a.m. accompanied by
Mexican soap opera star
Sergio Goyri, the special
guest of the city of
See ‘Mr. Amigo 2002,’
Page 8

Page 4
Hundreds of high
school seniors check
out UTB/TSC
Spending half a day
at UTB/TSC last
Tuesday was an eyeopening experience for
hundreds of high
school seniors.

JACKIE BARRIENTES/COLLEGIAN

Jessica Couoh and Felix Gurrola of Grupo Folklórico Tizatlán perform "La
Madrugadora" during the ceremony honoring Mr. Amigo outside the Student Union.

Board approves audit of university
By John Strubelt
Collegian Editor
UTB/TSC has earned an
unqualified opinion in an independent audit of its financial
operations completed by the
accounting firm of Patillo,
Brown and Hill. The Southmost
Union Junior College District
board of trustees approved the
audit at its Feb. 20 meeting.
The financial statements presented to the board were signifi-

SGA sets aside funds
for Scorpion Academy

cantly different from previous
statements, said Patillo, Brown
and Hill representative Carlos
Cascos.
The
Government
Accounting Standards Board is
requiring new auditing procedures for governmental entities.
"This has been in the works for
three to five years by the
accounting profession, and what
they wanted to do was allow
governmental entities to start
looking like private enterprises,"
Cascos said. "So, they required

government entities to go into
the full accrual method. They
wanted to develop cash flow
statements, which were never a
required part of governmental
funding--it was always restricted
to proprietorship funds or enterprise funds. So, now the college
has a statement of cash flows,
now it combines all its funds as a
primary institution."
Also, the GASB is requiring
governmental entities to depreciate all of its assets, including

buildings, furniture, plants and
equipment, from the date of
inception. Cascos reported that
the university has accumulated
$25 million, $23 million and $24
million in depreciation over previous years, and $1.1 million last
year alone.
The GASB has said that ad valorem taxes are not considered
part of the university's operations. Not taking into account
See ‘Board,’ Page 2
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Women's golf team
places 9th amid
wintry conditions
The
UTB/TSC
Women's Golf Team
placed ninth at the
weather-shortened
Spring
Invitational
Tournament hosted by
the University of Mary
Hardin-Baylor Feb. 24.
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Board
Continued from Page 1
these taxes, UTB/TSC's operating loss
was $4.1 million. However, the university did collect $6.7 million in ad valorem taxes, which, in essence, means it
made $2.2 million.
"This is the way that GASB wants it
presented," Cascos said. "They may
change that in the future, but for now
what GASB says that collecting ad valorem taxes is not part of operations
because no service is being provided.
And there's some dispute to that from
an accounting standpoint and social
[standpoint] because services are being
provided through the collection of ad
valorem taxes, there's a service being
provided to the community."
Despite the changes, Cascos reported
that the university is "financially in
good shape."
An unqualified opinion is the highest
level of assurance that an audit firm can
give an organization on its financial
statements.
In other business, the board approved
a resolution naming the former
Montgomery Ward building at the
International Technology Education
and Commerce Campus the Praxedis
Orive Jr. Technical Training Center.
Orive served as a member of the
board of trustees for 13 years until his
death in 1999.
Peter Gawenda, professor of school
specialties, informed the board that the
Bachelor of Applied Technology program has received the Bellwether
Award from the Community College
Futures Assembly.
"I do understand there were about a
total of over 100 submissions, and we
made it very quickly into the first 10,"
Gawenda said. "Then we were invited
to attend the assembly in Orlando and
there we actually presented our program, and I do understand from one of
the judges that we made it into the top
three. They had to vote several times
and we always remained in the top
three. So, we ended up with the socalled Bellwether Finalist Award. We
were hoping so very much that we
would get the top award, but unfortunately we did not get it. But we promised ourselves next year we're going to
get it."
Vice President for Academic Affairs
and Provost José G. Martín gave a
briefing on behalf of the Academic
Affairs Partnership Committee. Martín

reported what occurred during its last
meeting:
--Terry Jay Philips, dean of
Developmental and General Education,
discussed the assessment of the general
education curriculum. Assessment is
required by various state and accrediting agencies. Most importantly, assessment helps to assure the quality of our
education programs.
--Mahmoud Quweider, chair of the
Computer Sciences Department,
reported on the development of a proposal for an Associate of Applied
Science Degree in Web design. This
degree would prepare students to meet
the rapidly growing demand for Web
and Internet communication practitioners.
--David Pearson, associate professor
of sociology and the chair of a special
task force on dual-literacy certification,
told the committee that UTB/TSC will
be the first institution in the state to
have a dual-language certification. The
certification will give formal recognition to students who are proficient in
both English and Spanish.
--Charles Dameron, chair of the
English and Speech Department, summarized a proposed bachelor degree in
communication. This degree has been
submitted to the University of Texas
System and, upon approval, will go to
the
Texas
Higher
Education
Coordinating Board. It will have two
tracks: one for communication studies
and one for mass communications.
John Ronnau, vice president for
Administration and Partnership Affairs,
presented the new manager of the Fort
Brown Memorial Center, Susan CantuSchnoor.
"She is smart, enthusiastic and eager
to continue the rich tradition of the Fort
Brown Memorial Center and expand its
horizons, not to mention make it financially sound," Ronnau said.
The board approved a resolution
granting certain tax exemptions to certain historic sites under the 2003
Heritage Plan.
"Once again, the City of
Brownsville, as it has done in previous
years, is requesting the support of the
district for the Brownsville Heritage
Plan," Ronnau said. "Under the proposed plan, the participating taxing
entities would forego tax collection for
a maximum of 34 properties. The city
has calculated that the value of the
exemptions for the district would not
exceed $3,701."
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Briefs
The Disability Awareness Club will meet at 12:15 p.m. today in the Student
Union's Bougainvillea Room. For more information, call Steve Wilder at 983-7374.
UTB/TSC Business Technology students will provide income tax assistance
from 4 to 7 p.m. every Monday and Tuesday until April 15 in Rusteberg Rooms 166
and 210. To qualify for tax help, individuals must be students or taxpayers with limited income, disabilities, non-English speaking or elderly. For more information, call
the Business Technology Department at 983-7835 or 548-6574.
Free tutoring for University Physics II is conducted by Patricia Perez from 8-9
p.m. Mondays and Thursdays, General Physics II by Erick Vallarino from 6-7 p.m.
Mondays and Wednesdays, and Astronomy tutoring is conducted by Perez from 45 p.m. Mondays and from 1-2 p.m. Thursdays. All sessions are in SET-B 2.232. For
more information, send an e-mail to BigDaddyUTB@aol.com.
The Center for Gravitational Wave Astronomy at UTB/TSC is offering
research scholarships to undergraduate science majors. The program provides a
monthly stipend of $600 for 20 hours of research per week or $300 per month for
10 hours of research per week. The program is also offering a scholarship of up to
$1,000 for high school students interested in pursuing a physics or engineering
physics degree at UTB/TSC during Fall 2003. For more information and an application, access the Web site www.phys.utb.edu/employment.shtml and click "undergraduate gravitational" or contact Martha Casquette at 574-6765 or e-mail her at
mcasquette@utb.edu.
Pianist Richard Urbis will perform at 8 tonight in the SET-B Lecture Hall.
Admission is $3. Urbis is an associate professor in the Fine Arts Department.
The Catholic Campus Ministry will celebrate Fat Tuesday at 6 p.m. Tuesday in
the Newman Center. Participants are asked to bring what they are giving up for Lent
(i.e., food). The ministry will also celebrate Ash Wednesday Mass at noon in the
center.
Representatives from the Texas Tech University Health Science Center will be
in the Biology wing of the Life and Health Sciences Building from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Wednesday to answer questions regarding the Rural Pre-Health Professional
Summer Academy, a preparatory program designed for students interested in a
career in allied health, nursing or pharmacy. For more information, contact Sandra
Gerace at 554-5059; e-mail her at shgerace@utb.edu or visit her at Life and Health
Sciences Room 1.108.
Peter H. Gibbon, the Research Associate in Education at the Harvard Graduate
School of Education, will discuss heroes and heroism today on the radio program
"Society Under Fire," which airs at 7:30 p.m. Thursday and 3:30 p.m. Sunday on
KMBH-FM (88.9). Gibbon is the author of "A Call to Heroism: Renewing
America's Vision of Greatness." David Pearson, associate professor of sociology in
the Behavioral Sciences Department, hosts the program.
Grupo Folklórico Tizatlán meets at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, 10 a.m. Saturday and 5
p.m. Sunday in the gym annex. For more information, call Zelma Mata at 5548291.
David Merritt, of Rutgers University, will lecture on "Feeding Black Holes"
during a physics colloquium at 11 a.m. Friday in SET-B 2.520. The lecture is sponsored by the Center for Gravitational Wave Astronomy and the Department of
Physics and Astronomy. For more information, call Martha Casquette at 5746765.
The Gorgas Science Society will meet at noon Friday in Life and Health Sciences
Room 2.806. For more information, e-mail the society at
gorgassociety@yahoo.com.
The Physical Sciences Department will present Carl Sagan's "Cosmos"
(Episode VIII: Travelers in Space and Time) from 1 to 2 p.m. Friday in Life and
Health Sciences Room 1.104. For more information, contact Joseph Romano, associate professor of physics, at 574-6680.
Daniel Mendieta, a recruiter from Peace Corps' Southwest Regional
Recruitment Office, will be at the Brownsville Public Library at 6:30 p.m. March
20. The Peace Corps is a government agency that sends American citizens to Africa,
Asia, Europe, Central America, the Caribbean Islands, South America and the South
Pacific to teach self-sustaining projects in education, business, health, environment
and agriculture. For more information, call (800) 424-8580 or visit
www.peacecorps.gov.
The Phi Alpha Theta History Honor Society, the Alliance Francaise French
Club and the Edelweiss German Club are sponsoring a student presentation titled
"Madame de Pompadour and her Friends" at 7 p.m. March 21 in South Hall 122.
Admission is free; refreshments will be served.
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SGA sets aside funds for Scorpion Academy
By Sonia Mejia
Staff Writer
The Student Government Association
has passed a resolution granting a budget of $650 for the Scorpion Academy.
The money will be used to purchase
"necessary items" for the academy,
members said.
At its Feb. 21 meeting, the SGA
authorized the Scorpion Academy
Committee to purchase the items.
The Scorpion Academy, scheduled
March 19-28, is designed to train students in law enforcement procedures,
including arrest and seizure, selfdefense and cardio-pulmonary resuscitation, giving them an opportunity to
sample the careers available in law
enforcement.
In other business, SGA President
Edward Camarillo spoke about the
voter registration turnout that was part
of last month’s Civic Engagement
Week. Camarillo thanked Nick
Cordoba, voter registration chair during
the civic engagement campaign. A total
of 295 UTB/TSC students registered to
vote.
Cordoba expressed his ambition to

register more
students in the
future.
"With 10,000
students in the
whole school,
295 are just not
e n o u g h , "
Cordoba said.
Edward Camarillo
The SGA then
addressed a recent complaint about
smoking in the prohibited areas of the
Endowment Courtyard. Camarillo
asked SGA members to help monitor
the non-smoking areas for a stronger
enforcement of smoking regulations.
He also noted The Collegian's article
about the TSC Bookstore buyback policy. Camarillo said that because the
SGA was not aware of student April
Garza's experience, he feels that SGA
members are not accessible enough to
students.
"This tells me that students are not
aware of what SGA does," Camarillo
said. "We must inform our students, 'I
am a student, but I am your representative.'"
Secretary Michelle Garcia submitted
the first issue of the Scorpion Talk

newsletter to SGA members. The
newsletter, which includes a message
from the Dean of Students, the SGA
president and other members of SGA,
was distributed to students on Jan. 24.
Garcia said $420 of the $650 budgeted for the newsletter was spent.
"That money will go back into the
SGA account," Garcia said about the
unexpended funds.
Anthony Zavaleta, vice president for
External Affairs, addressed the SGA on
the importance of being involved in
school activities. He spoke of the discrimination and the bureaucracy that
worked against him at the University of
Texas at Austin in 1966.
"I was gobbled up and spit out by an
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incredibly large bureaucracy that was
not friendly and was intended to get rid
of people like me," Zavaleta said about
his experience at UT-Austin that year.
Zavaleta said he came back to Texas
Southmost College, got married and
eventually returned to UT-Austin in the
early '70s. This time, he said, the environment there was more positive due
the Civil Rights and Chicano movements.
He also thanked Texas Southmost
College for his education.
"The education that I received at
Texas Southmost College was wonderful, it was perfect and it prepared me in
every way for the work that I need to
do."
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Hundreds of high school seniors check out UTB/TSC
By Leslie Robinson
Staff Writer
Spending half a day at UTB/TSC last
Tuesday was an eye-opening experience
for hundreds of high school seniors.
"It's a lot bigger and more diverse
than I thought," Hanna High School
senior Kelly Sheets said about the campus. "It turned out to be a nice, big …
school."
Sheets was among 1,500 seniors who
attended UTB/TSC's first Texas
Scorpion Day, an event aimed at making local students aware of the educational opportunities at the university.
Students came from Rio Hondo, Los
Fresnos, Port Isabel, Harlingen North,
San Benito, Pace, Hanna and Rivera
high schools.
"It is a tradition we want to start here
on campus," said Pamela Flores, Talent
Search Program director. "We bring
high school seniors to our campus so
that they can see the beautiful facilities
that we have. They visit with faculty …
so they can also see that we have great
programs of study for them to pursue.
They also visit with our support staff
such as the Learning Assistance Center,
ASPIRE, Testing, Counseling--so they
can also see that we have facilities on

DAMARIS GLORIA/COLLEGIAN

Paula Garcia (left), of the School of Business Technology Department,
answers questions from Los Fresnos High School seniors Miroslava
Mendoza, Janet Torres and Nallely Garcia during UTB/TSC's Texas
Scorpion Day, which drew more than 1,500 high school students from
Cameron County.
campus that will help them throughout
their college years. We also have outreach programs that meet with them."
Students also met with Financial
Assistance officers to begin the application process--an important step in help-

March 17, 2003
Application Deadline to complete Student Teaching

Fall 2003
-Applications are available in the Education Building or on the Web page
at www.utb.edu. Relevant requirements are also found on the Web page.
-If you intend to meet all requirements by August 2003, you should apply
by this deadline.
-Only complete applications will be accepted by 5 p.m. on Monday,
March 17th.
-If you need to verify that you meet admission requirements, contact the
Field Placement Office at (956) 982-0274.
-You are strongly encouraged to REGISTER EARLY for Student Teaching
so that your placement can be handled before June.

The Collegian Spring 2003 Publication Schedule
Issue No.

Publication Date

Ad Deadline

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Monday, March 17
Monday March 24
Monday, March 31
Monday, April 7***
Monday, April 14
Monday, April 21
Monday, April 28****

Monday, March 3
Monday, March 17
Monday March 24
Monday, March 31
Monday, April 7
Monday, April 14
Monday, April 21

***Bougainvillea issue
****Final exams/Commencement issue

ing them enroll in college, Flores said.
"There are many other opportunities
and options for the students [here] that
aren't really shown throughout the com-

munity," said Lynette Benavidez, a senior at Hanna High School.
Fellow Hanna senior Jose Rodriguez,
who plans to major in physical therapy,
was also impressed.
"They invited me and I wanted to
know more about UTB, because I plan
to be here for three years," Rodriguez
said. "I like how everything is located,
and the medical program is pretty good
here."
Harlingen North student Reyes
Gonzalez said he "wanted to check out
UTB because it is in the Valley and
close to where I live."
UTB/TSC's Talent Search Program,
the New Student Relations Office and
Office of Financial Assistance sponsored Texas Scorpion Day.
Organizers made sure the seniors had
fun in addition to hearing presentations
on programs of study and financial aid.
This included games and a performance
by UTB/TSC's Grupo Folklórico
Tizatlán.
While eating hot dogs and chips in the
Student Union's Gran Salón, students
took part in the Rodeo Raffle. The top
prize, a computer and printer, went to a
Rio Hondo student.
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Lawmakers threaten to pull school from UT System
By John Kirsch
Knight Ridder Newspapers
AUSTIN--Tarrant County lawmakers
are threatening to pull the University of
Texas-Arlington out of the University
of Texas system as concerns mount
about the campus' future.
The move is a reaction to UT System
Chancellor Mark Yudof's plans to make
the University of Texas-Dallas a nationally ranked research campus.
The lawmakers say they fear that goal
will be accomplished at the expense of
UT-Arlington, the second-largest
school in the UT system with nearly
24,000 students.
"We in the Legislature are looking at
every possible alternative to find another system that would appreciate what
our campus has to offer," said state Sen.
Chris Harris, R-Arlington.
The lawmakers' move comes on the
eve of Yudof's visit to Arlington last
Wednesday to discuss UT-Arlington's
status with university and community

leaders.
UT System spokesman Michael
Warden said Feb. 24 that Yudof is
aware of the concerns about the future
of UT-Arlington and planned to address
those issues on Wednesday.
"What the community is going to
hear from Chancellor Yudof will greatly allay their concerns about the future
of the University of Texas at Arlington.
They will hear from him that UTA is an
extremely valuable member of the
University of Texas System," Warden
said.
Warden noted that the University of
Texas System Board of Regents recently approved a $39.9 million chemistry
and physics building at UT-Arlington,
and that the campus has grown steadily
in recent years as part of the UT system.
Lawmakers said they hope the meeting produces a firm commitment on the
part of UT system officials not to elevate UT-Dallas at UT-Arlington's
expense.

It’s in the bag
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UTB/TSC students and staff fill plastic bags with candy, toys and
coloring books for the Brownsville School District's second annual Youth Connection, a program for homeless schoolchildren.
Grupo Folklórico Tizatlán and the School of Education raised
$400 in donations from faculty and staff to buy the items. In addition, Grupo Folklórico Tizatlán performed for the children on Feb.
22 at the Garza Gym annex. Shown preparing the goodie bags are
(from left) Connie Rivas, freshman psychology major; Zelma
Mata, director of Grupo Folklórico; Jackie Trujillo, School
Specialties secretary; Olga L. Villarreal, Kinesiology Department
secretary; Scooby Garza, Athletics operations manager; Felipe
Castillo and Raul Vasquez, gym supervisors.

If not, the lawmakers are preparing
legislation to make good on their threat.
State Rep. Toby Goodman, RArlington, said he has had a bill drafted
to make UT-Arlington an independent
university. The measure has not been
introduced, he said.
"If we can get what we want and
we're happy in the UT System, we

would prefer to stay in the UT System.
But if not we can go another path," he
said.
Harris said the Texas Tech,
University of Houston and Texas A&M
University systems are viable options.
He said he did not have a preference but
See ‘UT,’ Page 7
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Group turns college students
into political force
By Mike Knepler
Knight Ridder/Tribune Information
Services
NORFOLK, Va.--Last April, six college students settled into a typicallooking late-night shoot-the-breeze
session at a William and Mary campus
coffee shop.
But an eavesdropper wouldn't have
heard any chatter about movies, music,
sports or dating.
The students--already die-hard political junkies--were brainstorming on
how to turn the 325,000 students in
Virginia's college system into a political force.
Someone suggested forming a political action committee--just like realestate developers have, or bankers, or
teachers--to mobilize voters and lobby
the General Assembly.
''Everyone
laughed,''
recalled
William Blake, a 21-year-old William
and Mary government major from
Fairfax County. ''Maybe only one of the
six of us was old enough to drink alcohol, and here we were talking about
having influence.''
But as the 2003 General Assembly
session ended last week, members of
the nonpartisan Students of Virginia
Political Action Committee were congratulating themselves over their firstyear results, including the following:
--Amassing $17,000 in donations,
including
from
well-known
Republicans and Democrats such as
Sen. John Warner, former Sen. Charles

Robb, Lt. Gov. Tim Kaine and House
Speaker William J. Howell.
--Hosting a legislative reception
attended by about 30 senators and delegates.
--Lobbying the Assembly on eight
''student-friendly''
measures--three
passed, three were put off for future
consideration, one was recast as an
administrative policy and another was
converted into compromise legislation.
Victories included legislation to
require sexual offenders to register
their college addresses as well as home
addresses.
A bill to add a nonvoting student representative to the State Council of
Higher Education was changed to create a student advisory panel, said
Blake, who has become the PAC's policy director.
''It's a step in the right direction,'' he
said.
PAC members say their success
began before the Assembly convened
in January.
The PAC first organized as the
Students of William and Mary Political
Action Committee. The goal was to
persuade voters to approve a $900 million state bond issue for college construction and renovation.
The William and Mary students
reached out to other schools to hold
voter-registration drives and political
rallies.
On Nov. 5, the bond passed by a 2-1
See ‘Group,’ Page 7

Campus Police report
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Club Spotlight
Name: Catholic Campus Ministry
Purpose: To render service to all
students so that they can grow in
their relationship with God and
come to see themselves as part of a
wider
Christian
community.
Catholic Campus Ministry aims to
help students clarify their values and
grow emotionally, intellectually,
socially and spiritually through various activities.
Established: Dec. 7, 1961
President: Yeanna Barrios
Vice President: Miranda Garcia
Secretary: Sandra Longoria
Treasurer: Lily Patiño
Adviser: Veronica Galvan-Carlan
Events: Movie Club, 1 p.m.

Monday; Bible Study, 6 p.m.
Tuesday; Steal-A-Meal, 11 a.m.-1
p.m. Wednesday; Bring your own
Bible (BYOB), 12:20 p.m.
Thursday; Vi Ember Christi, 7 p.m.
every other Friday. Also, monthly
Praise and Worship, music and
drama ministry, retreats, weekly
Mass (noon Tuesday), pilgrimages
and sports.
Community Service: Nursing
home visits, tutoring, sacrament
preparation classes.
For more information, call:
Hilda Escandón at 541-9697 or 5423942 or send an e-mail to ccmdob@aol.com.
--Compiled by Leslie Robinson
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Members of the Catholic Campus Ministry include (front row, from
left) Tony Gonzalez, Juan Carlos Sanchez, Gustavo Hernandez and
Wence Hernandez. Second row: Anita Amieva. Third row: Maria
Hernandez; Sandra Longoria, secretary; Lily Patiño, treasurer;
Selene Hernandez. Fourth row: Ulysses Torres, Rolando Lopez,
Adolfo Vasquez, Jessica Alcantara and Rene Tabarez.

The following are among the incidents reported by Campus Police from
Feb. 11 through Feb. 23.
At 9:52 a.m. Feb. 13, a Campus Police security guard received minor
injuries to his left knee due to a fall while issuing parking citations
At 12:04 p.m. that day, a late model gray Ford Mustang and a purple Ford
Thunderbird collided in the general parking area outside the Life and Health
Sciences Building.
At 11:51 a.m. February 14, a Campus Police security guard was flagged
down in response to a golf cart accident outside the Cortez Building. Once
there, the guard was informed that a golf cart driven by a Physical Plant
employee accidentally struck a bench, which fell and nearly hit four female
students. No one was injured and the bench was put back in place.
At 12:55 p.m. Feb. 18, a Campus Police officer was dispatched to the general parking area on the intersection of Jackson and 24th streets in reference
to a hit and run. There, a student claimed that his vehicle, a 1995 red
Chevrolet Camaro, was struck while he was away.
--Compiled by Ildefonso Ortiz

Times Change, Markets Change,
Investment Strategies Change
What Are You Doing?
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Group
Continued from Page 6
margin.
Eventually the PAC took on its
''Students of Virginia'' name to reflect
broader membership. The list includes
the University of Virginia, Christopher
Newport University, George Mason
University, Virginia Commonwealth
University and Richard Bland College.
Blake and Brian Cannon, 20, the
PAC's chairman, say they would like to
see chapters at Norfolk State and Old
Dominion universities and elsewhere
in Hampton Roads.
They already have a strong ally at
NSU in Jasper Hendricks III, who
helped organize a college bond referendum rally last September.
''We definitely need to elect people
who serve the best interests of our age
group,'' said Hendricks, a senior majoring in political science and public

UT
Continued from Page 5
noted that UT-Arlington was once part
of the A&M system. UT-Arlington left
the A&M system in 1965.
A&M system Chancellor Howard
Graves acknowledged the Arlington
campus' past affiliation with the A&M
system while noting that any decision
about changing the campus affiliation
was in the Legislature's hands.
"However, it is our hope that any
such transfer include the concurrence
of the boards of regents of the A&M
system and UT system as well as the
Texas Legislature," Graves said.
If the lawmakers decide to move forward, the goal is to get legislation
passed this session because the
Legislature will not meet again in regular session until January 2005, said
Harris.
"If we continue to hear from Yudof
that his priorities are changing to make
the UTD campus a more advanced
campus than our UTA campus then I
will explore every opportunity we
can," said state Sen. Kim Brimer, R-
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On Campus
administration.
But Hendricks and PAC leaders
know that students must work harder to
reverse a longtime mostly downward
trend in voter turnout among 18- to 24year-olds.
One tactic will be to reach young
people through the Internet. By summer's end, the PAC's Web site will
include the track records of General
Assembly candidates on legislation
that affects college students. The group
will not make any endorsements, Blake
said.
PAC leaders also hope that their firstyear activities will prove to other students that politicians will listen.
''Our goal is to get a seat at the table,
a chip in the game. That's the future of
student activism,'' Cannon said.
''Protesting with cardboard signs is
good and it's part of democracy. But the
most effective form of activism is in
sitting down with the decision makers.''

Fort Worth.
An official with the Texas Higher
Education Coordinating Board, which
oversees public colleges and universities, said the Legislature has the
authority to move UT-Arlington out of
the UT System.
But Marshall Hill, assistant commissioner for universities and health-related institutions, cautioned that such a
move would likely create political
problems.
"There would be a lot of uncertainty
that faculty would have I'm sure, a lot
of questions of whether this is something that had been thought through
thoroughly enough," he said.
UT-Arlington Faculty Senate chairman Thomas Chrzanowksi questioned
the purpose of removing the school
from the UT System.
"We're better off staying where we
are," he said.
A UT-Arlington spokesman said outgoing university President Robert Witt
could not comment because he has not
seen any legislation.
Witt is leaving this week to become
president of the University of Alabama.
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New Student Affairs administrator
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Rogenna Provenzano, new director of the Student Support
Services/ASPIRE programs, meets biology sophomore Salatiel Cano
(right) and marketing senior Ana Perez, both of whom participate in the
federally funded programs that provide students with services needed to
develop both the academic and personal skills required to succeed in
higher education. Provenzano, who was hired Feb. 10, worked previously as assistant director of talent search for the nonprofit Communities in
Schools program in San Antonio. A Harlingen native and former Texas
Southmost College student, Provenzano received a bachelor's degree in
psychology from UT-Pan American and a master's in counseling psychology from Our Lady of the Lake University in San Antonio.

Plaza Square
Motor Lodge
“YOUR HOME AWAY FROM HOME”

Large Meeting Area
Pool, Restaurant & Lounge
Free Coffee & Snack for Breakfast
Daily, Weekly & Monthly Rates Available
24/7 Security
Refrigerator/Microwave/Hot Plates
Free Local Calls
Fax and copying services
10 percent discount with university ID

Rooms From

$2900 SPECIAL

Beautiful, tropical courtyard setting
Contact Information
Phone: (956) 546-5104
Fax: (956) 548-0243
E-Mail: arvintucker@aol.com

2255 Central Blvd.
Brownsville,Texas 78520
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Cold weather, warm welcome
Continued from Page 1
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Leslie Sanchez and Jose Alvarez dance to Pedro
Fernandez's "Yo no Fui" during the pre-program for
Mr. Amigo.
JACKIE BARRIENTES/COLLEGIAN

Mr. Amigo 2002 Aida Cuevas hold the plaque she received from
UTB/TSC in honor of her work toward extending the friendship
between Mexico and the United States.
UTB/TSC President
Juliet V. García (center) greets the crowd
gathered for the Golf
Cart Parade, which
began at Tandy Hall,
proceeded through the
paseo and ended next
to the Student Union.
With her (from left) are
Business Office
employees Nora Peña,
Rosy García, Claudia
Martinez and Joel
Campos.
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Matamoros.
"Doña Aída and guests, welcome to the University of
Texas at Brownsville and Texas Southmost College,"
UTB/TSC President Juliet V. García said. " For 38 years
we have enjoyed the honor of hosting the Mr. Amigo celebration on our campus during Charro Days."
García presented Cuevas with a plaque honoring "her
outstanding achievement in establishing friendly relations
and communications between our two great countries."
Cuevas was moved by Garcia's words and thanked
everyone at UTB/TSC for the plaque. She also had a
message for students.
"Our future lies with our university students," Cuevas
said, "the future for better relations for the world, the
future for a better life."
She also urged students not to forget "our Mexican
roots."
SGA President Edward Camarillo presented Mr. Amigo
with a bouquet of yellow roses.
"I present these flowers as a symbol of welcome and
friendship that unites two nations and two cultures,"
Camarillo told Cuevas in Spanish.
Vice President for Student Affairs Hilda Silva presented Cuevas and Goyri with gift bags.
On stage with Cuevas was her husband, Carlos
Berganza; Goyri and his wife, Telly Filipini, and their
sons, Sherlock and Shaylock; Mariana Fernandez, queen
of Matamoros; Sue Rubio-Ardilo, president of the Mr.
Amigo Association; and Aurora Morquecho, president
of Matamoros' Fiesta Mexicana.
After the welcome, individuals and campus
groups entertained the crowd.
Jennifer Robles, a former Mariachi Escorpion
member, sang "Así son los Hombres."
Grupo Folklórico Tizatlán danced "El
Principio" and "La Madrugadora."
Earlier in the day, a parade of decorated
golf carts, a band and drill team made its
way from Tandy Hall and International
Boulevard to the Student Union.
José Martín, provost and vice president for Academic Affairs, danced
along the route, accompanied by Ruth
Ann Ragland, associate vice president for Academic Affairs.
President García rode in the highly
decorated Business Office cart,
waving to spectators.
Staff from the Veterans Upward
Bound Office carried the U.S.
and Army flags, while the
Perkins
Middle
School
Marching Band and Drill Team
led the procession.
Drawing oohs and ahs were
the children from the Raul J.
Guerra Early Childhood
Center who sported traditional Mexican cos-

tumes. Other departments taking part in the parade
included the Office of the Vice President for Business
Affairs, GEAR-UP, Upward Bound and University Talent
Search.
After the parade, the pre-Mr. Amigo program featured
Grupo Folklórico Tizatlán under the direction of Zelma
Mata, who danced to "El Buey." Ranchera singer Juan
Antonio Chapa performed "Al Bor de Amor" and was followed by his son and UTB/TSC Media Services employee Alberto Chapa, who sang "Mujeres Divinas" and "El
Palomito."
The Early Childhood Center children stole the show as
they danced to Pedro Fernandez's "Yo no fui."
As the crowd anxiously awaited Mr. Amigo, they were
entertained by UTB/TSC's Mariachi Escorpion performing "El Son de la Negra" and the crowd-pleasing "El
Rey."
Jennifer Robles closed the pre-show with her interpretation of "La Madrugadora."
After Mr. Amigo and her
entourage left, the party
continued on the
Student Union lawn
with music from
the band Vino
Tinto.
DAMARIS GLORIA/COLLEGIAN

Actor-singer Sergio Goyri, special guest of the city of Matamoros, addresses the crowd during the Hands Across the Border ceremony at the Gateway
International Bridge. At right is Matamoros Mayor Mario Zolezzi.

A í d a
Cuevas
puts her
heart into
the romantic
ballad
"Amanecí en
tus Brazos (I
Woke Up in
Your Arms)."
JACKIE BARRIENTES/COLLEGIAN

JACKIE BARRIENTES/COLLEGIAN

Mariachi Escorpion member Armando Martinez plays "El Son de la
Negra."
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Women's golf team places 9th amid wintry conditions
By Alejandro Rivera
Sports Editor
The UTB/TSC Women's Golf Team
placed ninth at the weather-shortened
Spring Invitational Tournament hosted
by the University of Mary HardinBaylor Feb. 24.
The tournament at Mill Creek Golf
Course in Salado was set for 36 holes
over two days. The second round
scheduled for Feb. 25 was canceled due
to the possibility of snow, ice and sleet.
"The weather was very cold, you're
talking 36-37 degrees when the girls
teed it up on that Monday morning with
a wind-chill factor of 22," Scorpion
golf coach Jesse Lucio said.
The top team was Redlands College
with an overall score of 346 . Second
place went to the host school,
University of Mary Hardin-Baylor,
with a score of 347. Texas A&MCommerce was third with a score of
353. Tyler Junior College and
Southwestern University tied for fourth
with 362. In sixth place was McMurry
University with a score of 370 and
Trinity College came in seventh with an
overall score of 372. Southwestern
Oklahoma State University placed
eighth with a 374 score. UTB/TSC took
ninth place with an overall score of
413. In tenth place with a score of 429

Jesse Lucio
was Incarnate Word University, while
University of Texas at Dallas placed
eleventh with 544.
"The girls are struggling still so we're
working on basics and making sure
they're strong with their chipping and
putting," Lucio said. "That's what will
reduce strokes, so I'm putting more
emphasis on their short game to lower
their scores because we are kind of
weak on the short game. I'm working
on that with them so hopefully in the
next couple of tournaments we can see
the improvement. I get excited because
I get to see the players improve, the
shots and the excitement and also the

downs when they're not doing so
good."
Lucio said that in conditions like that
you couldn't really have too much success.
"I'm real big on that every time you
tee up, you learn something," he said.
"That's how golf is, it's so complex and
so tough that you're always learning
something but [with weather] like that,
it's about survival. There was times
when [the players] were like 'I can't
take this coach, it's just so cold' but they
did finish."
The weather became such a factor
that at one point Lucio had to buy
warmer clothes for the players.
"It's so cold that your hands numb up
and the wind is blowing so hard it
makes your eyes cry and your nose
run," Lucio said.
Despite the cold weather, team captain Jeanette Jordan still managed to
lead the way for UTB/TSC.
The women's team will compete
again in the Bank of America Hill
Country Classic at the Tapatio Springs
Resort in Boerne March 6-8. The tournament will be hosted by St. Mary's
University.
The men's team will participate in the
John Bohmann Memorial Invitational
at Northcliffe Country Club, located
north of San Antonio, March 10-11.
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UTB/TSC Women’s Golf Team
captain Jeanette Jordan lead the
team at the Spring Invitational
Tournament held Feb. 24 in
Salado, Texas.
The tourney will be hosted by Texas
Lutheran University. Last semester, the
men's team placed fourth out of the 18
teams that participated.
"I need a very strong showing from
my men's team," Lucio said. "We do
have a more rounded team. It takes five
scores and I want five good scores.

Volleyball coach conducts star search
By Alejandro Rivera
Sports Editor
Thirteen girls vied for a chance to play
volleyball for UTB/TSC in a three-hour
tryout Feb. 23 that included passing,
serving, blocking, setting and killing
drills.
Volleyball coach Skippy Brown's first
priority was to find a setter who matches Mandy Garcia's style. Garcia, of
Rivera High School, is one of three players Brown has signed during the off-season.
About eight setters took part in the tryouts at the Garza Gym. Brown narrowed
the list to three. His first choice was
Sonia Rodriguez from Memorial High
School in Victoria. The only problem is
that Rodriguez has an offer from a fouryear school. If Rodriguez decides to take
the other offer, then Brown's second
choice is Vanessa Mata, a Porter High
School senior.
"Mata is a great setter, but her setting

style is a lot different than the setter I
already signed [Garcia]," Brown said.
"She was really accurate, more so than
the other girls, but it was a dead heat
between all three girls."
Mata described her experience trying
out.
"At first, I was really nervous but then,
after I started playing, I got a lot more
comfortable," she said. "I've been looking forward to [playing at UTB] ever
since I was small. I grew up here, so I
always came to the games."
The third player Brown liked was Erin
Dalen from Lamar High School in
Arlington, some nine hours away.
Brown said Dalen was the best passer of
all the girls who tried out. Since Brown
was also looking to find a libero, he
offered her the position. If Dalen decides
to attend UTB/TSC, she would play a
dual role as libero and backup setter.
"I am satisfied with any of these three
setters," Brown said.
Another player that impressed Brown

Skippy Brown
is Katie Goodell from the Northeast
Texas city of Eustace. A middle blocker
and outside hitter, Goodell would be a
backup middle blocker if she decides to
come to UTB/TSC. She drove about 11
hours to get here and was also impressed
with Brown's coaching style.
"I really like him," she said about
Brown. "He's real fun, he's energetic,

and that's what I like in a coach."
The standout in the tryouts was middle
blocker O'Tasha Williams from Elgin
who is 6 feet tall. She has a 9-foot-5inch vertical when hitting the ball and a
9-foot-1-inch when blocking.
"She is jumping 3 inches short of having her elbows 2 feet over the net,"
Brown said about Williams. "She has
lots of potential and she loved it down
here."
Williams was equally impressed with
UTB/TSC.
"I would love to come here," she said.
"This is a beautiful campus. This is the
best campus I've seen since I started visiting all the other colleges, but I learned
that the competition out there for college
is going to be harder than high school."
After the tryout, the girls got the
chance to play with and against the 2002
Team Sting members in two games.
Brown might conduct another tryout
since a lot of the Valley players were
absent due to a scheduling conflict.
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Palominos gallop to 3
wins over Scorpions
By Alejandro Rivera
Sports Editor
The UTB/TSC Baseball Team lost
three in a four-game series to Laredo
Community College Palominos Feb.
22-23. The Scorpions are now 4-11
overall, 3-9 conference.
In Game 1, the Palominos scored first
in the bottom of the first. They were
shut out most of the game until they
scored three runs in the sixth, which
were their only runs of the game. The
Scorpions scored a run in the second,
three in the third, five in the fourth and
five more runs in the sixth to win the
game 14-4.
Scorpion starter Hiram Lopez pitched
the complete game, giving up four runs
on eight hits and getting five strikeouts
for the win. He has a 2-2 record for the
season.
Contributing to the win on the offensive side was Gilbert Gonzales, who
went 2 for 5 with two runs, an RBI and
a double. Hawk Scott went 3 for 5 with
three runs and 4 RBIs. Alex Guajardo
also went 2 for 5 with two runs, three
RBIs and a double. Eric Flores hit 5 for
5 with two runs, an RBI and two doubles and Saul Requeñez went 3 for 4
with two runs, three RBIs, two doubles
and a home run.
Game 2 had both teams exchanging
runs in a close game that was decided in
the final inning. UTB/TSC scored two
runs in the top of the first and Laredo
came back with a run of their own in the
bottom half. The Scorpions put up three
more runs, to which the Palominos
responded with two runs. UTB/TSC
added another run in the top of the third
to go up 6-3. Laredo came within one as
they scored two in the bottom of the
fourth. In the sixth, the Scorpions
scored one but the Palominos scored
three times to take the lead at 8-7. The
Scorpions managed to tie the game in
the top of the seventh by scoring a run.
In the bottom of the ninth, with two outs
already down, Scorpion outfielder Jason
Hill misplayed a groundball. It went to
the wall, allowing the Palomino runner
to reach third base. On the next play,
third baseman Eric Flores fielded a
groundball but committed an error on
the throw, which allowed the game-winning run to score.
"After a tough loss like that we tried
to get the guys to relax and to focus and

concentrate for the next day," Scorpion
head coach Eliseo Herrera said.
Mike McCune was the starter for
Game 2 but did not fare in the decision.
Taking the loss was reliever Esteban
Sanchez. Some offensive notables were
Gonzales, who went 2 for 5 with a run,
an RBI and a double; Hawk Scott, who
scored two runs, had an RBI and a double. Guajardo also batted 2 for 4, scored
a run and had two doubles.
Game 3 saw the Scorpions fall behind
early and never recover as Laredo
opened the game with a four-run inning.
UTB/TSC scored one in the second only
to have Laredo get it back in the bottom
half of the second. In the bottom of the
fourth, Laredo scored four more runs to
make it 9-1. UTB/TSC managed to
score two runs in the fifth and two in the
sixth to get within four runs but the
Palominos scored three in the seventh
and two in the eighth. The Scorpions
scored one in the ninth but it was too little to make an impact as they lost 14-6.
Guajardo was the starting pitcher and
took the loss. Offensive leaders for the
Scorpions were Julio Ruiz who went 3
for 6 with a run; Sanchez, who went 2
for 3 with a run and four RBIs, including a two-run home run. Third baseman
Flores went 4 for 5 with a run and a
RBI, continuing his success at the plate.
"We did swing the bats pretty well for
the most part," Herrera said. "Gilbert
Gonzales continued to get on base,
Hawk Scott swung the bat tremendously and Eric Flores almost hit a grand
slam. [Flores] had several RBIs and tons
of base hits. He's been on a hot streak."
The first three games played were
conference matches and Game 4 was a
non-conference game.
In Game 4, UTB/TSC was holding its
own, having scored two runs in the first,
two in the second and one in the third.
Laredo was right behind, having scored
two in the first inning, one in the second
and one in the third, but they pulled
away as they scored five runs in the
fourth. Both teams went scoreless in the
final three innings. Charles Montalvo
took the loss in relief of Bryan Hoskins,
who was the starter but only pitched two
innings.
Contributing to the five runs were
brothers Hawk Scott, who went 1 for 3
with a run and a double and Captain
Scott, who went 2 for 3 with a home
run.
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Athlete of the Week
By Alejandro Rivera
Sports Editor
Name: Eric Flores
Classification: Freshman
High School: Moody, Corpus
Christi
Major: Undecided
Sport: Baseball
Position: Third Base
Height: 5 feet, 9 inches
Age: 18
Hobbies: "I like watching TV,
relaxing and playing baseball."
Favorite Player: Alex Rodriguez,
Texas Rangers shortstop
When did you begin playing
baseball? "I started when I was
about 4 years old."
Goals: "To graduate from school
and play the best I can to help this
team win."
What approach do you take to
the game? "I try to relax, listen to
music and get in the zone and concentrate on the game. Once it starts,
then you're ready to play."
How do you handle the pressure
of the game? "I just go out there and
do my part. I don't really see it as

ALEJANDRO RIVERA/COLLEGIAN

pressure, I just try to go out there and
do my job."
How does baseball help you in
life? "It helps you to learn how to
work to get what you want."
Where do you see yourself in 10
years? "Working somewhere and
making some money."
What is the best feeling in baseball? "Probably, the game-winning
hit in the big game. That's probably
the best feeling."

New Scorpion 'key' to success
On Feb. 19, UTB/TSC Volleyball Head Coach Roy "Skippy" Brown added a
person who will play a key part in Team Sting's future success.
It was on that day that Tori Neugebauer, a senior at Sharyland High School,
signed a letter of intent. She is a middle blocker but Brown says she can also play
outside hitter and back row. That type of versatility is what Brown is looking for
in a player so he can run his offense better.
"She is the key to the offense working because she is a middle blocker/outside
hitter," Brown said about Neugebauer. "She can play both positions and with my
rotation, one of the middle blockers has to be able to pass and play defense. This
player has to stay in the game and not come out and she is the key player that stays
in the game."
Neugebauer said she is just excited to get a chance to play college volleyball.
"I just expect to play my best and to have fun," she said. "I think it's going to be
pretty exciting. I've been told Skippy is a pretty good coach."
--Alejandro Rivera
Tori Neugebauer (center)
signs a letter of intent to
play for Team Sting Feb. 19
at Sharyland High School.
She is joined by (clockwise,
from top left) Richard
Thompson, Sharyland
Athletic Director, UTB/TSC
head volleyball coach Roy
“Skippy” Brown, Sharyland
head volleyball coach Teresa
Winston, and parents Anne
and Paul.
COURTESY PHOTO
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Clima no detiene calurosa ceremonia para Cuevas
Por Ildefonso Ortiz
Editor de Tiempo Nuevo
Aída Cuevas, Mr. Amigo
2002, comenzó el jueves pasado
recibiendo una calurosa bienvenida
a pesar de las bajas temperaturas en
el Puente Internacional Gateway,
por representantes de Brownsville y
Matamoros.
Al terminar la ceremonia, la
cantante de música ranchera, viajó
por autobús para la visita tradicional
al campus de UTB/TSC.
Antes de llegar al campus, El
Collegian habló con Cuevas y con el
actor y cantante Sergio Goyri, el
invitado especial de Matamoros,
sobre el honor de ser las figuras
principales en las celebraciones de
los Días del Charro.
“Bueno pues es un gran orgullo y
es un privilegio”, dijo Cuevas. “Me
siento tan emocionada pues a través
de este nombramiento, de alguna
manera mi música mexicana, mis
tradiciones, y todo lo que conlleva lo
que he hecho durante 27 años, bueno
los veo realizados y que la gente
conozca más de lo que es México”.
Cuevas fue galardonada por la
asociación de Mr. Amigo de
Brownsville, la cual honra a un
mexicano cada año basado en sus
contribuciones a la amistad
internacional y al respeto y
cooperación mutuo entre Estados
Unidos y México.
Goyri también habló sobre haber
sido invitado especial a las
festividades.
“Para mí esto es verdaderamente
orgullo que la gente de aquí nos
demuestre cariño y las autoridades
respeto, en fin es muy congratulante
para mí”, dijo Goyri.
Cuevas dijo estar muy contenta
del trato que ha recibido en la ciudad
de Brownsville.
“Ha sido todo bueno gracias a
Dios porque he tenido la fortuna de
conocer gente linda de la
organización de Mr. Amigo que nos
han tratado pues de lujo como
decimos en México”, ella dijo. “Es
gente muy cálida, gente muy buena,
gente que de verdad admira y
respeta
nuestras
tradiciones
mexicanas”.
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De izquierda: Blanca Vela, alcaldesa de Brownsville y la cantante Aída
Cuevas, Mr. Amigo 2002, reciben ramos de flores como parte de las festividades de Mr. Amigo en el Puente Internacional Gateway. En dicha
ceremonia, representantes de ambas ciudades, Brownsville y Matamoros
intercambiaron regalos y palabras amenas antes de que Mr. Amigo visitara el campus.
Goyri, el protagonista de la
telenovela “Niña Amada Mía”,
comentó estar muy contento a parte
del frío.
“Maravilloso, un poquito de frió
pero el calor de la gente; calor de la
amistad quita todo y compone
todo”.

Cuevas habló también sobre la
importancia de recordar las raíces y
las tradiciones.
“Bueno pues yo primero que nada
les diría que sigan cuidando, que
sigan tratando de rescatar todo eso
que desgraciadamente hemos
perdido en la república mexicana

que son nuestras tradiciones, nuestra
música”, dijo Cuevas. “Que ellos la
conserven, que ellos la preserven,
que ellos se la pasen de generación
en generación. Los que se sientan
orgullosos de ser mexicanos y hasta
los que no. Yo creo que tenemos una
amplia cultura para que les
demostremos a nuestro hijos y
nuestros nietos porqué México es
México”.
Goyri habló sobre aprovechar al
máximo los años universitarios.
“Que aprovecharan al máximo las
oportunidades que les están
brindando, que la vida nada mas hay
una y el tiempo no se hecha para
atrás”, dijo Goyri. “Entonces hay
que aprovechar al máximo el poder
tener la oportunidad de estar en una
universidad y lograr sueños que
hallan fabricado”.
Ambas estrellas hablaron sobre el
legado que piensan dejar como Mr.
Amigo e invitado de Matamoros.
“Me gustaría poder dejar una
huella onda en el corazón de los
mexicanos principalmente a través
de mi música ese me gustaría que
fuera el legado que deje Mr.
Amigo”, dijo Cuevas.
“Lo que más quisiera que se
quedara la gente con una buena
imagen con un sabor agradable y
con la certeza de que siempre va a
tener un amigo”, dijo Goyri.

Estudiante de Hoy
Por Lorena Cruz
Reportera
Nombre: Arlene Merta
Edad: 22 años
Promedio: 3.9
Clasificación: estudiante del último
año
Especialidad: Biología con una
especialización secundaría en
química
Afiliaciones: Estudiantes Hacia la
Excelencia en Medicina (Students
Toward Excellence in Medicine),
oboísta principal de la orquesta y
banda de UTB/TSC, Phi Theta
Kappa, Alpha Chi, Lista Nacional
del Decano, Lista del Decano de
UTB/TSC, Lista de la Rectora de

UTB/TSC, Quien es Quien Entre
Universidades, Premio a la
Excelencia Académica en Biología
Pasatiempos: Practicar piano y
oboe, leer y pasar tiempo con su
familia y amigos

¿Cuál ha sido tu reto más
grande? “Mantener un buen
promedio mientras ser activa en la
comunidad”.
¿Cuáles son tus metas a corto y
largo plazo? “A corto plazo,
terminar mi especialidad en mayo y
a largo plazo, me gustaría poder ir a
la facultad de medicina.”
¿Qué has hecho en beneficio de la
comunidad? “Participé voluntariamente con Omega Hospice para visitar a personas con enfermedades
terminales, la limpieza de playas,
líder de instrucción suplemental de
anatomía, fisiología y biología general. También he participado con la
sociedad protectora de animales del
valle”.
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Drug abuse needs to be addressed along gender lines
By Ralph Nader
Despite some encouraging statistics
about recent declines in substance abuse,
the use of drugs, alcohol and tobacco by
teenagers and young adults remains one
of the nation's most serious and destructive health problems.
A lot of time, money and words have
been expended on prevention programs.
So, why haven't we made more progress
in reaching young people about the dangers of drug abuse and addiction?
The National Center on Addiction and
Substance Abuse at Columbia
University has come up with an intriguing answer to at least part of the puzzle-it's a Gender Gap.
The prevention efforts have largely
been designed with males in mind,
ignoring the unique needs of females
and, thereby, failing to influence millions of young girls and women, according to a three-year study and a 231-page
report-"The Formative Years: Pathways
to Substance Abuse Among Girls and
Young Women, Ages 8-22"--issued by
the Center earlier this month.
"The findings from this study cry out
for a fundamental overhaul of public
health prevention programs," says Joe
Califano, president of the Center and
former Secretary of the U.S. Health,
Education and Welfare Department.
"The women of America have paid a
fearful price in premature death and
destroyed lives for our failure to craft
programs aimed at their unique needs."
The numbers bear out Califano's
alarms. More than 4.4 million women
are alcoholics or abuse alcohol. More
than 2 million use illegal drugs. Thirtyone million women smoke.
At the high school level, 45 percent of
girls drink alcohol and 26.4 percent
binge drink. One in five smoke marijuana. More than quarter of female high
school students smoke cigarettes and
nearly 4 percent are users of cocaine
while another 4.2 percent use inhalants.
The study cites a long list of risks and
consequences of smoking, drinking and
drug use that are unique to women.
Among these:
--Girls typically experience puberty at
an earlier age than boys. Girls who
experience early puberty are at greater
risk than boys of smoking, drinking and
using drugs.
--Girls are likelier than boys to have
been physically or sexually abused.
Such girls are at increased risk for substance abuse.
--Substance use can sink into sub-

stance abuse more quickly for girls and
young women than for boys and young
men.
--Girls are likelier than boys to diet
and to have eating disorders. Such girls
are at increased risk for substance abuse.
--Key transitions such as frequent
moves from one home or neighborhood
to another pose greater risks of substance abuse for girls than boys.
Similarly, the transition from high
school to college creates greater risks of
substance use for young women.
--Girls using alcohol or drugs are
more likely to be depressed or suicidal,
increasing the risk for substance abuse.
--Girls and women are more likely
than boys and men to experience
adverse health consequences from
smoking, drinking or using drugs.
Females have greater smoking-related
lung damage than males and are more
susceptible to alcohol-induced brain
damage, cardiac problems and liver disease.
Tobacco and alcohol manufacturers
come in for heavy criticism for their
practice of spending billions of dollars
each year on advertising and promotions, sponsorships of events and product placements in movies and television
shows in an effort to promote use of
their products by women.
"The tobacco industry has a long history of targeting its marketing efforts to
young women, exploiting women's
desire for independence and sophistication, and appealing to perennial female
concerns about weight and appearance,"
the report says. "Alcohol industry advertising makes drinking, and by association women who drink, appear fun and
sexy."
What can be done to reduce the risks
for women, particularly young women
in their formative years?
Not unexpectedly, the report cites parents as the "first line of prevention." In a
survey of 1,220 girls, nearly 62 percent
who had conversations with their parents about substance use said the conversation made them less likely to
smoke, drink or use drugs.
The report urged that health care professionals be alert to signs of substance
abuse in routine screening of young
female patients and encourage those in
need of help to seek treatment.
The report also recommended that
prevention programs target girls at times
of highest risk and be sensitive to the
reasons they use drugs, how they get
them and the very neglected conditions
such as depression that increase their

risk.
The report calls for more government
investment in research, prevention and
treatment that focuses on the special
needs of girls and women.
Despite the deplorable findings of the
study, Califano is optimistic that a properly crafted prevention program that recognizes the unique needs of women can
bring about major change in the outlook
for a reduction of substance abuse.
Califano projects that a reduction of
only 25 percent in the number of women
abusing and addicted to substances
could mean saving 8 million women
from smoking, 1 million from alcoholism and abuse, and a half-million

from drug abuse and addiction.
Under Califano's leadership, the
National Center on Addiction and
Substance Abuse, has produced an
extremely valuable document that
should alert the nation to the need for a
major change in the way we approach
women's health, particularly in the critical arena of substance abuse.
Ralph Nader is a consumer advocate
and former Green Party presidential
candidate. Readers may write to him at:
Congressional Accountability Project,
P.O. Box 1446, Washington, D.C. 20036.
For more information on the National
Center on Addiction and Substance
Abuse: www.casacolumbia.org.

Student Soapbox
When does a person become an alcoholic?
"The moment that you can't stop
drinking; [when] you don't know what
your limits are."
--Jesus Serna
Senior history/Spanish major

with friends and they don't have a
guide like their parents, they become
an alcoholic."
--Prabath Pieris
Junior engineering physics major

"When [the person] drinks a lot and
can't stop drinking."
--Mohamad Alheddad
Junior manufacturing engineering major

"When they have to take at least two
to three drinks a day."
--Bernie de la Garza
Sophomore psychology major

"When they need to drink every so
often to feel good."
--Jose Zamora
Junior computer science major
"I think when people are not getting
attention. When they are going out

"When they can't stop drinking, and
when they're approached with the
problem that they are an alcoholic,
they deny it."
--Mark Garza
Senior finance major
--Compiled by Leslie Robinson
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Bound for Notre Dame
Top 5 beer brands
The Collegian recently looked into popular beer brands, along with their
alcohol and calorie content. For a 12-ounce bottle of beer, they are as follows:
Brand
Budweiser King of Beers
Corona Extra Beer
Dos Equis XX Imported Beer
Heineken Special Dark Beer
Miller High Life

Percent of alcohol

Calories per 100 ml

4.82
4.84
4.79
5.17
4.80

40
45
42
48
43

Source: www.brewery.org/brewery/library/AlClbinger.html
--Compiled by Jamie Standeford
DAMARIS GLORIA/COLLEGIAN

Members of the UTB/TSC One O'Clock Jazz Band practice Feb.
24, shortly before their trip to the 45th annual University of Notre
Dame Collegiate Jazz Festival Feb. 28-March 1 in South Bend,
Ind. The band, under the direction of Fine Arts Associate Professor
Terry Tomlin, was one of 10 bands selected to compete. More than
300 bands around the country apply. The festival is the nation's
oldest collegiate jazz festival and brings together outstanding college jazz musicians and directors to be judged in performance by
world-renowned jazz artists. Shown (from left) are saxophonists
Xavier Gonzalez, Andy Altamirano, Michael Machietto and
Santiago Castillo.
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Juried art show deadline nears
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Art show entry

Students currently taking or who have recently completed a UTB/TSC art
class may enter the annual Juried Student Art Show.
Entries will be received from 2 to 4 p.m. March 15. Each student may enter
a maximum of four pieces. Two copies of the completed entry identification
form should be securely attached to each work. A fee of $2 per entry will be
charged to cover the cost of the reception. Entry forms are available in the art
office, from all art instructors, and in the Richardson Art Gallery office.
Two-dimensional works, such as paintings, drawings and original prints,
must be framed and ready to hang using customary equipment. Height should
not exceed 4 feet due to the gallery configuration.
Three-dimensional works like sculpture and crafts must be stable and ready
to place on a pedestal that is no larger than 24 inches x 24 inches.
The works will be judged March 16. David Bishop, an art teacher at Hanna
High School, will judge the competition. He has 18 years of teaching experience and his works have been exhibited throughout the United States. Artists
whose work is not accepted will be promptly notified and may pick up their
entries March 17. Accepted works will remain on display until March 27 and
must be picked up March 28. For more information, call gallery curator
Teresa Eckerman-Pfeil at 983-7097.
The annual Juried Student Art Show will open with a reception at 7:30 p.m.
March 18 in the Richardson Art Gallery, which is located on the second floor
of the Art Building. Admission is free. The show runs through March 27.
Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday and Wednesday and 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. Tuesday and Thursday.

Junior art
major Helen
Craules works
on a painting
titled “SelfPortrait,”
which she will
enter in the
Juried Student
Art Show set
to open March
18 in the
Richardson
Art Gallery.

Mystik Sisters
By Leslie Robinson
and Jamie Standeford
Staff Writers
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20): You
might need more than just blowing
out your birthday candles to make
your wish come true. This time, try
some dynamite!
Aries (March 21-April 20): Now
is the time to get out of the house and
make some new friends. Just be cautious, though, if they happen to mention the words "mass suicide" or
"enlightened beings" in the same sentence.
Taurus (April 21-May 21): With
Spring Break just around the corner,
maybe this will give you the perfect
opportunity to mingle a bit with the
opposite sex. And please, ditch those
900 numbers once and for all.
Gemini (May 22-June 21): At
times you have shown to be very creative with your hands, so don't stop
now. People will admire you, not criticize you for these abilities.
Cancer (June 22-July 22): Things
may not be so perfect right now, but
they will soon look a lot brighter as an
unexpected crush confesses their
undying love.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Get off
your behind and do something fun and

stimulating for your mind and body. It
might be a bit challenging at first but
you will feel refreshed in the end.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 23): When
things seem as if they are going
extremely well for you this Spring
Break, wait to make hasty decisions
until the following morning when
you've had time to sober up. The person lying next to you now might not
look so hot in the morning.
Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23): Brains
are not something you lack; it's the
ability to distinguish the difference
between a Snickers chocolate bar and
a Special K bar.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22): When
you find yourself being pulled over
this Spring Break, just remember that
the phrase "No hablo español" won't
work.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21):
Have fun and enjoy your much-needed break and if you feel the need to get
crazy make sure no one is watching.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20):
Instead of trying to explain the
"shrinkage" problem, why not make
sure your shorts are tied before jumping into a cold pool.
Aquarius (Jan. 21-Feb. 19): Start
meeting some new people; it will be
your greatest achievement this Spring
Break.

COURTESY PHOTO

BE A
CPA!
FORENSIC ACCOUNTANT.
CRUISE SHIP PURSER. CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER (CEO). FBI
AGENT. CHIEF FINANCIAL
OFFICER (CFO) TREASURER.
CONTROLLER. IRS AGENT.
ACTUARY. ACCOUNTING
PROFESSOR. ENTREPRENEUR.
AUDITOR. TAX ACCOUNTANT
CPA PARTNER.
ADMINISTRATOR. COST
ACCOUNTANT. ANALYST.
CONSULTANT. CHAIRPERSON.
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER.
DIRECTOR/DEPARTMENT HEAD.
MANAGER/SUPERVISOR. AND
MUCH MORE.

WHAT DO THESE
PROFESSIONALS
HAVE IN COMMON?

RIO GRANDE VALLEY CHAPTER
TEXAS SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
www.tscpa.org

A CPA LICENSE!
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